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The next flat of female led new rock bands has arrived. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modernistic Sway POP:

Today's Top 40 Simple Games Songs Details: The anticipation is over. The planets are aligned. All

systems are go. And yes..... Accidental Grooves 3rd album Elementary GAMES is here. Just to give you

an update on what's been happening: We expended 4 LOOOOONG months in the studio (IIWII

Recording Weehawken, NJ) with our friends and mentors Roy Cicala, and John Hante (look them up on

GOOGLE.com, you won't believe who these guys have worked with). Once we were all well-chosen with

the mixes we expended a day in NY, NY with Michael Iurato, the president and owner of "Jigsaw sound"

mastering company. This guy is a pro with decades of experience and the highest pro mastering gear

available. This was a very cool experience for AG as we were able to hang out and work with industry

legends. Once we had the final mastered mixes, we had all the artwork, photo's and design layout to deal

with. We had a pro graphic designer (Mark Grindell, Avid, Inc) help us with the album concept and hired a

photographer (Henry Dobosz) to follow us around and take what seemed like a million photos of us. Now,

once all that tedious stuff was completed, we had to find a REASONABLY PRICED CD duplicating

company that could have our product on our doorstep before the CD release party. Finally, we had to

figure out what gov't forms needed to be filled out for copyright protection. This business stuff gets

overwhelming very quickly. What ever happened to just having a few beers and playing some cool tunes?

"Simple Games" has 11 songs with one surprise song. We are pulling out all the stops on this one.
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